CALL TO ORDER - 2:05 PM

OPENING ROLL CALL - Madelyn Hadley, Luke Wang, Louie Wang, Bryan Arias, Emily Marx, Bryan Dierking, Steven Partida, Jason Thornton, Gary Le, Tiffany Miao, Ashley Awe, Sharon Van Bruggen, Handa Yang, Jehoan Espinoza

PUBLIC INPUT - 2:06 PM
Cultural Fusion - California Society of Health-system pharmacists
Many cultures are going to be performing to show the diversity of Skaggs School of Pharmacy. It will be held in PC East. We have sought funding from Triton Fund. It is open to all UCSD students.
Bryan A - Where and when is it?
May 12 in PC Ballroom
Ashley - Does the event promote community involvement?
Yes we encourage graduates to come back to perform.
Steven - The event is from 6 to what time?
8:30 pm
Bryan A - Are there prizes?
There are student chef prizes. It is more of a showcase.

CHAIR'S REPORTS - 2:10 PM
Che Café is occupying and programming in the Che Facility. We should set a deadline about the space in the Original Student Center. The space is pretty significant. The referendum is being run. GSA couldn't vote on the referendum until this morning. GSA may be able to extend the election to next Monday.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES - 2:14 PM
Motion to approve with amendments and clerical changes by Handa with a Second by Jason

DIRECTOR'S REPORT - 2:18 PM
Starbucks provided a second mural option which could be a mural of the beach and a surfer. The original option was how the bean travelled.
Gary - This is a great change. It livens up the space a lot. The blue creates a centerpiece and draws the eyes.
Ashley - I love this design.
Handa - They did a great job.
Bryan - The surfer should be Roger Revelle wearing shorter shorts with SIO pier in the background.
Tiffany - Is that a different color around the mural?
It is the color you guys chose.

We had Triton Day over the weekend. At one point, we had to hold the doors. Price Center will be open as late as the Sun God Festival. We will be doing new signage for gender inclusive restrooms. We will be removing gendered symbols. We will be doing secret shoppers. UCAB can get there cards today.
Claire - Can you give us a list of where the signage will be? We will update it on our website.

NEW BUSINESS - 2:28 PM
Skaggs Culture Fusion
They have met 6 out of the 10 criterion. So they can get $1.50 per student.
Gary motion to approve $135 with a second by Louie

OPEN FORUM AND ANNOUNCEMENT - 2:32 PM
Bryan A - We had GSA Elections last night.
Bryan D - We should discuss the space allocated potentially for the Che. We should not be held to the standards of the sheriff department. I move to enter into a moderated caucus for 12 minutes. Second by Bryan A.

MODERATED CAUCUS TO DISCUSS THE SPACE IN THE ORIGINAL STUDENT CENTER - 2:35 PM
Gary - We should have a deadline
Ashley - The deadline should be dependent on the Sheriff’s department.
Claire - The space has been offered since last year.
Bryan A - It is disrespectful to other orgs to leave the space vacant. We should set the deadline before we term out.
Jehoan - We should hold the space until they are officially evicted. This space is a place where only certain people feel safe.
Sharon - When they met yesterday, the VCSA offered the Che access to the patio without access to the physical space.
Bryan D - The amount of time we have left the space vacant is significant. The reasoning behind allowing the Che to use the patio was to allow the Che to have a small tie to the Che Facility.
Gary - There are a vast amount of other groups who lay claim to the space in the original student center. We have left the space vacant for a year. We need a harder deadline.
Bryan - A good deadline would be 10 business days after the sheriff presents the eviction notice.
Jehoan - Given that we do not know what happened between the VCSA and the Che, we should wait to make the decisions.
Ashley - We should give them some time to fully decide after the eviction notice is served.
Bryan D - Allowing additional time, shows we are in support of the Che Café.
Move to set the hard deadline for the Che Collective to accept the available space in the OSC to 10 business days after the deadline for enforcing the eviction declared by the Sheriff by notice of communication to the UCAB Chair by email on behalf of the entire Che Collective
Louie - Second
Move to extend time by 5 minutes
Gary - Even if we set the deadline, that doesn't mean we have to allocate the space. We should be informed when making a decision.
Bryan D-move to amend my motion
Move to set the hard deadline for the Che Collective to accept the available space in the OSC to 10 business days after the deadline of the Sheriff’s enforcement of the eviction notice by notice of communication to the UCAB Chair by email on behalf of the entire Che Collective
Bryan D-Passing this motion, gives the idea that the Collective may not be given the space.
Jehoan-It has been emotionally draining on them. We should not set this motion in place, since any tenants will not take place until the fall quarter.
Louie-Call the question
Approved by 9-1-2. That motion passed.

OPEN FORUM AND ANNOUNCEMENTS-3:06 PM
Gary-We are not sure what will happen next year. This needed to be decided under our current board.

Claire-There will be no budget meeting today.

Adjourn-3:08 PM

CLOSING ROLL CALL- Madelyn Hadley, Luke Wang, Louie Wang, Bryan Arias, Emily Marx, Bryan Dierking, Steven Partida, Jason Thornton, Gary Le, Tiffany Miao, Ashley Awe, Sharon Van Bruggen, Handa Yang, Jehoan Espinoza